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And ere three shrill notes the pipe uttered,
You heard as if an army muttered;
And the muttering grew to a grumbling;
And the grumbling grew to a mighty rumbling;
And out of the houses the rats came tumbling.

—“The Pied Piper of Hamelin”
by Robert Browning

Summary

R ATTY processing is “record-at-a-time” processing
using “cursors” and procedural loops. It is very
intuitive but is several orders of magnitude slow-

er than if the data were processed using SQL’s powerful
set processing capabilities. In this two-part article, we test
the speed of the various approaches and discuss new fea-
tures of SQL that make light of the most challenging
problems.

Youthful Folly

The year was 1987. Star Trek—The Next Generation
premiered on television with the episode “Encounter at
Farpoint.” In the dark bowels of the National Center for
Software Technology in a remote suburb of Bombay, I and
my fellow prisoners in Academia, Dinesh Shenoy, Nakul
Mahimker, and Ambuj Jain, toiled tirelessly on our rela-
tional database project. We were developing a student
information system and had created hundreds of tables
and provided an admirable quantity of reports and data
capture methods. Our “important innovation,” as we
proudly described it, was that we had created an “Appli-
cation Programming Interface” using the C language, to
make it easy for future generations of software developers,
such as might wish to extend our system, to query and
update the data. For each table in our system, we had pro-
vided a retrieval procedure that accepted the “primary
key” as query argument and retrieved the data from the
corresponding data record. We also provided procedures
for inserting, updating, and deleting data, all based on the
primary key.

Needless to say, we were suitably proud of our “impor-
tant innovation” and expected to receive an excellent
grade. But our enormous egos were crushed like Humpty
Dumpty, and could never be put together again, when the
professor handed out a shameful “B” grade, tastefully gar-
nished with choice criticisms. He tried to explain to us,

though it would not fully sink
in until many years later, that,
in our sophomoric zeal, we
had managed to turn a mighty
relational database manage-
ment system into a puny little
weakling by locking away its
powerful weaponry (SQL) and
substituting RATTY functions
in their place.

It bears remarking that the
word sophomore is derived from
two Greek words: sophos, which means wise, and moros,
which means foolish. The professor was calling us “sophisti-
cated morons.”

RATTY SQL Defined

Of course, the kindly old professor was right, as profes-
sors often are. Structured Query Language, or SQL, as it is
called by the cognoscenti, is the mighty weapon of a rela-
tional database management system such as our beloved
Oracle. Whole legions of data records can be dispatched
using a single powerful SQL statement, such as the one
below, which gives all employees a 10% pay raise. I would
consider using it myself, if I did not fear the strong arm
of the law.

update employee set salary=1.1*salary;

RATTY processing, on the other hand, is the archenemy
of database performance. Each record is individually re-
trieved, the appropriate modifications are computed, and
then the modified values are stored in the database.

The Archenemy of Performance

Of course, we need to explain why RATTY processing is
antithetical to performance, but the reasoning is simple. The
performance penalty is a direct result of the huge cost
attached to sending frequent messages between the client
program and the RDBMS.

It is, of course, possible to mitigate the performance
penalty by encapsulating the RATTY statements into “stored
procedures”; however, even so, set processing will always be
orders of magnitude faster, and the discerning reader is
invited to mull the reasons for himself.

S Q L C O R N E R

RATTY SQL
– Part I –

By Iggy Fernandez

Iggy Fernandez
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Scalable Pizzas

We can go one step further and claim that RATTY pro-
cessing is inherently “unscalable,” but first we need to
define the term. We use an analogy from the “real world,”
the favorite haunting place of Oracle writers. Consider,
then, the example of a pizza oven. It takes a lot of coal to
heat a pizza oven to the correct temperature for baking
pizzas, but it takes very little additional coal to maintain
the temperature. It costs a small fortune in coal, therefore,
to bake the first pizza, but it only costs pennies to bake
every pizza after that. We say that there are “economies of
scale.”

A procedure is “scalable” when there are “economies of
scale,” and “unscalable” when there are none. It is unscal-
able to have to start with a cold oven every time we want
to make a pizza, which is the case when we attempt to do
so at home. It would be more scalable, and hence cheaper,
to bake a pizza in a communal oven, such as those that
probably existed before the great American dream of
home ownership took root and tract homes spread for
miles in every direction.

Note that is possible for a procedure to be extremely
efficient, but not scalable; e.g., no unit-cost savings are
derived when large volumes are processed. Also, it is pos-
sible for one procedure to be more costly than another for
small volumes, yet more “scalable” for large volumes. For
example, a computerized accounting system would be
more expensive than manual bookkeeping methods if the
business only had a few transactions to process, but would
be more “scalable” if the business had millions of transac-
tions to process.

The Proof of the Pudding

A claim is only as good as it can be proven in practice,
and we prove our point with a series of tests. We create a
large table and find out how long it takes to update a
larger and larger number of records using three different
methods:

1. A single powerful SQL statement
2. RATTY commands encapsulated in a stored

procedure
3. RATTY commands embedded in a Pro*C program 

Test Data

We created a large set of test data using the following
statement.

create table testdata as
select rownum as id,object_name as name,0 as value
from dba_objects
order by object_name;

Here is the first program. It submits a single SQL
statement to the database. Note that, for consistency with
the other programs, we use Pro*C as the delivery
medium.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sqlca.h>

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{
EXEC SQL begin declare section;

int max_id = atoi(argv[1]);
char *connect_string = “scott/tiger”;

EXEC SQL end declare section;

EXEC SQL connect :connect_string;
EXEC SQL update testdata

set value = value + 1
where id <= :max_id;

EXEC SQL commit;
}

Here is the second program. It invokes a PL/SQL proce-
dure called update_testdata stored in the database. Once
again Pro*C is used as the delivery mechanism.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sqlca.h>

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{
EXEC SQL begin declare section;

int max_id = atoi(argv[1]);
char*connect_string = “scott/tiger”;

EXEC SQL end declare section;

EXEC SQL connect :connect_string;
EXEC SQL call update_testdata(:max_id);
EXEC SQL commit;

}

Here is the PL/SQL procedure used by the above
program.

create or replace
procedure update_testdata ( p_id in number )
as

l_value integer;
cursor c is

select value from testdata
where id <= p_id
for update of value;

begin
open c;
fetch c into l_value;
while ( c%found )

Mark your calendar
for NoCOUG’s Summer

Conference:

Thursday, August 18

ChevronTexaco
San Ramon, CA

(code continues on page 15)



while(sqlca.sqlcode == 0)
{

l_value = l_value + 1;
EXEC SQL update testdata

set value = :l_value
where current of c;

EXEC SQL fetch c into :l_value;
}

EXEC SQL close c;
EXEC SQL commit;

}

To prevent “data buffering” from influencing the results,
we flushed the Shared SQL Area and the Buffer Cache after
every run using the following commands.

alter system flush shared_pool;
alter system flush buffer_cache;

loop
l_value := l_value + 1;
update testdata
set value = l_value
where current of c;
fetch c into l_value;

end loop;
close c;

end;

Finally, here is the third program.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sqlca.h>

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[];
{
EXEC SQL begin declare section;

int p_id = atoi(argv[1]);
char *connect_string = “scott/tiger”;
int l_value;

EXEC SQL end declare section;

EXEC SQL connect :connect_string;

EXEC SQL declare c cursor for
select value from testdata
where id <= :p_id
for update of value; 

EXEC SQL open c;
EXEC SQL fetch c into :l_value;
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The Results

Here, then, are the results of updating the data using
each of the three methods. For the largest data set, a set
operation is fifteen times faster than the stored procedure
and eighty times faster than Pro*C.

ELAPSED TIME PER THOUSAND RECORDS

Records Set PL/SQL PRO*C
Operations Cursors Cursors

1,000 0.124 0.414 1.457

2,000 0.061 0.174 1.234

3,000 0.038 0.148 1.198

4,000 0.034 0.130 1.171

5,000 0.026 0.121 1.170

10,000 0.015 0.106 1.169

20,000 0.010 0.102 1.150

30,000 0.007 0.108 1.151

40,000 0.006 0.094 1.150

Pretty Pictures

That a picture is worth a thousand words is proved by
the following graph showing the “returns of scale,” i.e., the
improvement in unit cost as we process larger and larger
sets of data. We leave it as an exercise to determine which
particular attributes of this example make set operations so
much more scalable than with Pro*C cursors. In other
words, not only do they clearly have the speed advantage,
but also the improvements in unit cost when we process
large data sets are simply astonishing.

In Defense of SQL 

We now address the complaint that the SQL language is
not powerful enough to handle very complex tasks. This
may have been true in the early days of Oracle but not
today, for the following reasons.

1. Enhancements: SQL has been extended both by ANSI
committees and by Oracle over the years. It’s not my
father’s SQL any more. We will list a number of these
enhancements in Part II of this article, including the
“outer join” and “windowing” functions.

2. Orthogonality: An independent SQL statement can
be embedded within another SQL statement any-
where a table name can appear or a variable name
can appear. These SQL statements are often referred
to as “inline views.”

3. Extensibility: Oracle has provided a number of ways
to extend the SQL language, including user-defined
functions, user-defined aggregate functions, and even
user-defined operators.

We will illustrate some of the above features in Part II of
this article by solving the following problem. First create the
following two tables and populate them with sample data.

create table sale (

book_id integer not null,

sale_id integer not null,

sale_price number not null,

constraint pk_sale primary key (book_id,

sale_id)

);

create table new_sale (

book_id integer not null,

sale_price number not null

);

insert into sale values (1,1,20);

insert into sale values (1,2,19);

insert into sale values (2,1,10);

insert into sale values (2,2,9);

insert into sale values (2,3,8);

insert into new_sale values (1,18);

insert into new_sale values (1,17);

insert into new_sale values (1,16);

insert into new_sale values (2,7);

insert into new_sale values (2,6);

insert into new_sale values (3,5);

The Problem

Insert the data from the new_sale table into the sale table
using a single SQL statement. Note that the primary key for
the sale table is (book_id, sale_id), where sale_id is a sequence
number starting with 1, and incremented by 1 for each new
record with the same book_id. Here is a listing of the con-
tents of the sale table after the new data has been inserted.

100% –

90% –

80% –

70% –

60% –

50% –

40% –

30% –

20%  –

10% –

0% –
100000 20000 30000 40000
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PL/SQL CURSORS
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Figure 1: Economies of Scale
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Super Detailed Execution Plan Statistics
By Roger Schrag

T KPROF is a tool provided by Oracle that reads a trace file generated by the database and formats the information into a
useful report. As far as execution plan statistics are concerned, TKPROF simply displays whatever information it finds in
the trace file.

Starting in Oracle 9i, if you enable SQL trace and set the statistics level for your session to ALL, Oracle will write additional
statistics to the trace file that enable TKPROF to show how many consistent reads, physical reads, and physical writes were
performed and how much time elapsed for each step of a statement’s execution plan. Here is an example:

Rows Row Source Operation
———- —————————————————————————-
10 SORT GROUP BY NOSORT (cr=2004 r=656 w=0 time=9656825 us)
990 TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ORDERS (cr=2004 r=656 w=0 time=9647523 us)
1001 NESTED LOOPS (cr=23 r=6 w=0 time=13367 us)
10 TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID CUSTOMERS (cr=7 r=3 w=0 time=822 us)
10 INDEX RANGE SCAN CUSTOMERS_N1 (cr=2 r=1 w=0 time=424 us)
990 INDEX RANGE SCAN ORDERS_N1 (cr=16 r=3 w=0 time=9810 us)

From this report you can see that the nested loops join between the CUSTOMERS table and the ORDERS_N1 index per-
formed 23 consistent reads, 6 physical reads, and 0 physical writes, and took 13,367 microseconds. Two of the consistent
reads came from a range scan of CUSTOMERS_N1, 5 from accessing the CUSTOMERS table, and 16 from scanning
ORDERS_N1. The query got slow when the ORDERS table was accessed. This step added 1981 consistent reads (2004 minus
23), 656 physical reads, and 9,634,156 microseconds of elapsed time.

The query took over 9.6 seconds to complete, and almost all of the time was spent accessing the ORDERS table. If you did
not have the extended statistics and only looked at the row counts shown at the left, you could not have known this.

The extra execution plan statistics were added in Oracle 9i. The intention by Oracle had been that these statistics would
only be collected when the statistics_level parameter was set to ALL. Since this parameter defaults to TYPICAL, the extra statis-
tics were not supposed to be collected by default.

Many releases of Oracle 9i up through 9.2.0.4 have a bug that causes Oracle to collect these extra statistics when SQL trace
is enabled, even if the statistics_level parameter is not set to ALL. This bug has been fixed in a subsequent patch set. Many
people have discovered that when they applied the 9.2.0.6 patch set to their system, the execution plan statistics disappeared
from TKPROF reports. This is due to the bug fix.

So, the upshot is this: If you are running Oracle 9i or 10g and you would like to trace a session and see the most detailed
execution plan statistics possible, set the statistics level in the session being traced with the following command:

ALTER SESSION SET statistics_level = ALL;

Setting the statistics_level parameter to ALL does impose a fair amount of overhead. For this reason, you probably will not
want to set this parameter to ALL at the instance level. ▲

T E C H T I P S

BOOK_ID SALE_ID SALE_PRICE

1 1 20

1 2 19

1 3 18

1 4 17

1 5 16

2 1 10

2 2 9

2 3 8

2 4 7

2 5 6

3 1 5

Try solving this problem yourself without creating
any additional objects such as stored procedures,
triggers, sequences, or views, and send your solution to
iggy_fernandez@hotmail.com. The best three solutions
will be acknowledged in Part II of this article. ▲

Iggy Fernandez is the lead DBA for a Silicon Valley startup
and is Oracle 10g certified. Previously, he was the manager
of database administration for Corio, an application service
provider (ASP), and was responsible for a mixed portfolio of
nearly one thousand Oracle and SQL Server databases. You
can contact him at iggy_fernandez@hotmail.com.
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